Mechanisms of eye-specific visual circuit development
Andrew D Huberman
Eye-specific visual connections are a prominent model system
for exploring how precise circuits develop in the CNS and, in
particular, for addressing the role of neural activity in synapse
elimination and axon refinement. Recent experiments have
identified the features of spontaneous retinal activity that
mediate eye-specific retinogeniculate segregation, the
synaptic events associated with this process, and the
importance of axon guidance cues for organizing the overall
layout of eye-specific maps. The classic model of ocular
dominance column development, in which spontaneous retinal
activity plays a crucial role, has also gained new support.
Although many outstanding questions remain, the mechanisms
that instruct eye-specific circuit development are becoming
clear.
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Introduction
What mechanisms induce development of precise CNS
circuitry? A classic model circuit for investigating this
question is eye-specific visual connections; axons carrying
visual information for the left and right eyes are segregated
into non-overlapping domains in the lateral geniculate
nucleus (LGN) and into ocular dominance columns
(ODCs) in the visual cortex. The cellular events involved
in eye-specific retinogeniculate refinement are well characterized: after an initial overlap phase, axons from the two
eyes segregate by elaborating synapses and axon terminals
in the same-eye territory and by eliminating synapses and
axon terminals in opposite-eye territory [1,2]. Spontaneous
retinal activity is known to be required for segregation to
occur [3], but several important questions have remained
unanswered: which features of spontaneous retinal activity
are instructive for eye-specific segregation? What are the
molecular mechanisms for eliminating weaker synapses
and maintaining strong ones? What factors dictate the
www.sciencedirect.com

overall layout of eye-specific maps? Similar questions exist
regarding ODC development as well. In the past decade,
however, even the basic cellular events associated with
ODC development have become controversial as several
high profile studies [4,5] challenged the idea that ODCs are
sculpted by early retinal activity. Here, I review recent
advances in our understanding of retinogeniculate and
ODC development, and I suggest experiments that could
further elucidate how these circuits form.

The role of patterned retinal activity in
eye-specific retinogeniculate segregation
Neural activity mediates development of eye-specific
retinogeniculate projections through competitive interactions involving the relative levels of retinal ganglion cell
(RGC) spiking in the two eyes [3,6]. Hebbian models
predict, however, that correlated firing — and not simply
activity levels per se — of neighboring RGCs is crucial for
eye-specific segregation [7]. In theory, retinal waves [8]
induce patterns of RGC spiking optimal for Hebbianbased axonal refinement but, surprisingly, the first experiments to perturb retinal waves did not observe any
accompanying disruptions to eye-specific segregation in
the LGN [9]. Moreover, some mutant mice with altered
retinal waves exhibit severe eye-specific retinogeniculate
defects [10], and yet pharmacologically inducing waves in
these mutants does not rescue segregation [11]. Thus, to
elucidate which aspects of spontaneous retinal activity
instruct eye-specific segregation, Feller and colleagues
[12] undertook a systematic analysis of RGC spiking
patterns in different strains of mutant mice, each with
differently altered retinal waves but with varying degrees
of eye-specific segregation in the LGN. They found that
high frequency correlated bursting (>10 Hz) of neighboring RGCs is a key parameter required for eye-specific
segregation. They also found that the precise time-window for RGC firing is not crucial for segregation, provided
that the degree of correlated firing among closely spaced
RGCs remains relatively higher than the degree of correlation among distant RGCs. Their results suggest why in
previous experiments where retinal waves were disrupted,
the anticipated defects in retinogeniculate refinement
were not observed [6,9]. They also suggest which types
of synaptic plasticity can (and cannot) drive segregation.
For instance, because low frequency (1 Hz) RGC firing is
not related to segregation [12], it is unlikely that typical
forms of long-term depression (LTD) mediate synaptic
elimination in this system. By contrast, the importance of
high frequency RGC bursts suggests that bursts trigger
plasticity mechanisms that both stabilize same-eye inputs
and eliminate opposite-eye inputs onto single LGN
cells (i.e. heterosynaptic depression). Through the use
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Figure 1

Diagram of the three major phases of synaptic refinement in the developing retinogeniculate pathway. The view of the entire mouse LGN is
depicted on the left, and two LGN cells, labeled A or B, are shown at higher magnification to the right. RGC axonal inputs from the contralateral
eye are depicted as the green region in the LGN and as green arrows projecting to LGN neurons A and B. RGC axons from the ipsilateral eye
are depicted as the red regions of the LGN or as red arrows onto LGN neurons A and B. Phase 1: Early in development, axons from the two
eyes overlap in the LGN (yellow). Cells A and B receive RGC inputs (arrows) from both eyes at this stage. Patterned spontaneous retinal activity
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2007, 17:73–80
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of various in vitro preparations (discussed below), such
hypotheses can now be tested directly.

Maintenance of eye-specific retinogeniculate
segregation
Spontaneous retinal waves persist for 1–2 weeks after eyespecific retinogeniculate segregation is completed [8],
and if these post-segregation waves are blocked, retinogeniculate axons revert to an overlapping state [13]. Are
waves merely permissive to maintain segregation or do
particular patterns of RGC spiking actively stabilize eyespecific connections after they form? Demas et al. [14]
recently showed that so-called nob (no b-wave) mutant
mice have abnormally frequent and persistent waves
beginning just after eye-specific segregation is completed
and axons from the two eyes desegregate in the LGN.
Nob mutant retinas exhibit normal degrees of correlated
RGC firing. Thus, their desegregation phenotype probably arises because waves occur so frequently and over
such an extended period of development that RGCs
residing at retinotopically matched positions in the two
eyes fire simultaneously, thereby correlating the activity
of residual binocular inputs onto single LGN cells [15]
and triggering axonal growth leading to increased binocular overlap. This study [14] along with the abovementioned study from Feller and co-workers [12] are
the first to report a positive role for patterned retinal
activity in eye-specific segregation. A major goal now is to
determine the signals that translate spontaneous correlated RGC activity into structural and functional changes
at retinogeniculate synapses, both during and after segregation.

Synaptic changes associated with eyespecific segregation
In vitro recordings indicate that LGN neurons are binocularly innervated before, but not after, eye-specific segregation occurs [16] and that the strength of those
connections can be modified by synaptic stimulation
[17]. Until recently, however, little was known about
the synaptic changes associated with eye-specific segregation. Guido and co-workers [15,18] have developed a
powerful in vitro preparation in which the optic nerves
from either eye can be stimulated while single LGN
neurons undergo intracellular recording. This allowed
them to determine that, during the stage when axons
from the two eyes overlap, single LGN neurons receive
functional synaptic connections from 4–6 RGCs in each
eye. Then, as binocular segregation proceeds, the inputs
from one eye onto a given cell are eliminated. Interestingly, even at the stage of maximal binocular convergence, one eye always exerts stronger synaptic drive onto

a given LGN neuron than the other eye does. This
suggests that there are differences in the number and/
or distribution of synapses arising from each eye onto
single LGN cells. Computational models predict that
such biases could strongly impact the outcome of
activity-dependent plasticity [19]. As has proven useful
at the developing neuromuscular junction [20], visualizing the number and distribution of RGC synapses onto
single LGN cells across development would be very
useful for formulating models of how activity-based competition occurs in the CNS.

Coarse- versus fine-scale retinogeniculate
axonal pruning
Immediately after eye-specific segregation is completed,
each LGN cell receives weak inputs from 10–12 RGCs.
The number of RGC inputs onto each LGN cell then
diminishes to just 1–3 inputs in the following weeks, and
those few remaining inputs get much stronger (Figure 1)
[21]. This fine-scale pruning of retinogeniculate inputs
has important implications for the sharpening of receptive
fields in the LGN [22]. A recent study by Hooks and
Chen [23] showed that fine-scale refinement is
mediated by spontaneous retinal activity, after which
visual experience plays a role in maintaining the few
(1–3) strong connections that remain. Thus, there appear
to be three phases of RGC afferent pruning in the LGN: a
first phase of coarse-scale eye-specific segregation, a
second phase of fine-scale functional refinement and
maintenance of coarse-scale eye-specific segregation,
and a third phase of visual-experience-dependent finescale maintenance (Figure 1). All three phases involve
synapse elimination. The first two are driven by spontaneous retinal activity, but it still remains to be determined whether specific patterns of RGC activity are
required for the fine-scale functional pruning to proceed
normally. In any case, the plasticity mechanisms that
drive axonal refinement at each stage are likely to be
different from one another, because manipulations that
prevent or disrupt eye-specific segregation do not alter
fine-scale pruning (C Chen, personal communication) or
visual receptive field refinement in the LGN [24,25].
Studies are now focused on discovering the particular
types of synaptic plasticity that occur at each stage and
identifying their associated molecular components that
lead to synapse elimination and axonal remodelling.

Molecular mechanisms of eye-specific
synaptic refinement
To begin to identify the proteins that translate activitybased competition into synaptic and axonal refinements,
several groups have screened for mutant mice that exhibit

(Figure 1 Legend Continued) then mediates coarse-scale eye-specific segregation [3,12]. Phase 2: After eye-specific segregation is completed,
each LGN cells receives many weak RGC inputs (10–12) from one or the other eye. Spontaneous retinal activity then drives elimination of all
but 1–3 RGC inputs onto each LGN cell, and the strength of the remaining RGC inputs increases (shown here as an increase in arrow size) [21,23].
Phase 3: Visual experience maintains the few (1–3) strong RGC inputs from each eye onto each LGN cell [23].
www.sciencedirect.com
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normal levels and patterns of spontaneous retinal activity
and yet also exhibit defects eye-specific retinogeniculate
refinement. Interestingly, among the few known mutants
that have been shown to meet both these criteria, all are
mutants lacking immune genes. These include the class I
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) immune genes
[26], the C-reactive-protein-like neuronal pentraxins
[27], and components of the complement signalling pathway (B Stevens et al., abstract 321.23/B61 Soc Neurosci
Abstr, Atlanta GA, October 2006). Class I MHC and
neuronal pentraxin gene expression is strongly regulated
by neuronal activity levels in vivo [28,29], and pentraxins
have been shown to regulate axonal outgrowth and
neurotransmitter receptor clustering in vitro [29,30].
Attention is now focused on discovering the cellular
and molecular mechanisms by which immune genes
affect synapse turnover and axonal re-arrangements
during eye-specific refinement. One hypothesis is that,
similar to their role outside the CNS, immune proteins
tag relatively less-active synapses for elimination by
phagocytic cells such as microglia (B Stevens et al.,
abstract 321.23/B61 Soc Neurosci Abstr, Atlanta GA,
October 2006). This is an exciting new area of research
that will no doubt have important implications for understanding activity-dependent development throughout
the CNS.

Ephrin-As pattern the layout of eye-specific
maps
A salient aspect of eye-specific connectivity is that axons
from the contralateral and ipsilateral eye terminate in
stereotyped locations within the LGN. This regularity
cannot easily be explained by activity-dependent mechanisms. What regulates the overall layout of eye-specific
maps? One clue is that ‘eye-specific’ projections do not
correspond to whether a given RGC axon arises from the
contralateral or ipsilateral eye but, instead, to whether it
arises from the nasal or temporal portion of the retina [31].
Ephrin-As and their receptors, EphAs, are known to
regulate topographic mapping of RGC axons [32] and,
recently, two studies demonstrated that ephrin-A–EphA
interactions are also crucial for eye-specific retinogeniculate pathfinding. The first study found that, in mice
lacking ephrin-A2, A3 and A5, eye-specific territories
form but those territories are abnormally fractured and
distributed throughout the LGN [33]. The second study
demonstrated that retinal overexpression of Eph-As
induces eye-specific targeting errors in the LGN [34].
Unlike in the developing spinal cord [35], activity does
not appear to regulate ephrin expression in the developing retinogeniculate pathway [33], nor do ephrins
regulate RGC activity levels or patterns [34]. Activity
might regulate RGC pathfinding in response to ephrin-As
through post-translational mechanisms, but this remains
to be tested. In the meantime, the results of these two
recent studies [33,34] indicate that activity and ephrinAs act in parallel to construct eye-specific maps: activity
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segregates axons from the two eyes, and ephrin-As dictate
the shape, size and position of eye-specific territories.
It is noteworthy that, even in animals lacking all
relevant ephrin-As, the pattern of eye-specific patches
that form in the two LGNs are highly symmetric [33].
This indicates that cues other than activity or ephrinsAs play a role in patterning of eye-specific maps.
Engrailed-2 can both attract nasal RGCs and repel
temporal RGCs in vitro [36], making engrailed-2 a good
candidate to test in the context of eye-specific pathfinding. Also, a substantial degree of RGC axon segregation
occurs within the optic tract [37]. Such pre-target sorting
might influence the symmetry and layout of eye-specific
retinogeniculate projections. Some of the factors that
mediate pre-target-sorting have been identified in lower
vertebrates [38]. The mammalian homologues of these
factors can now be tested for a role in eye-specific
mapping.

Development of ocular dominance columns
Just like eye-specific retinogeniculate projections, ODCs
do not require visual experience to form [39]. But whether
ODCs emerge through activity-dependent axonal refinement or, rather, through directed in-growth mediated by
axon guidance cues [4,5] has been intensely debated. The
controversy over how ODCs develop arises mostly
because of differences in interpretation from various
researchers rather than because of doubt about the
validity of any particular findings. For instance, early
studies that used monocular injections of transneuronal
tracers to label retino-LGN–V1 axonal projections,
observed continuous label in V1 (indicating lack of
ODCs) of young animals, and alternating label in V1
(indicating the presence of ODCs) of older animals
[40]. This led the authors of those studies to conclude
that ODCs emerge from an initially overlapping and
imprecise state [40]. However, the tendency for transneuronal tracers to ‘spill-over’ in the LGN of young
animals caused other researchers [4,5] to challenge those
conclusions. Moreover, these recent studies [4,5] showed
that direct focal injections of anterograde tracers into
single eye-specific layers in the LGN give rise to patchy
labelling in V1, even when such tracing is carried out at
very early stages of thalamocortical development.
Whether the patchy labelling in V1 truly represents
ODCs, however, is subject to interpretation as well.
Given the difficulty of unequivocally visualizing ODCs
in immature animals, the pruning versus targeted ingrowth debate still awaits resolution. The advent of
transneuronal tracers that are not subject to problems
related to spillover in young animals ought to someday
resolve this controversy but, regardless, optical imaging
studies have conclusively shown that ODCs are present
earlier in development than can be detected by transneuronal tracing from the eye [41], thereby indicating that
prior experiments describing a key role for retinal activity
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2

Blocking early spontaneous retinal activity permanently alters patterning of ODCs [43]. Photomicrographs of the pattern of transneuronal
(retina-LGN–visual cortex) proline label from one eye in V1. Left panel: ODCs (periodic dark-light variation in the pattern of proline label) are readily
seen in V1 of adult ferrets that were injected with control solution in both eyes for the first ten postnatal days of life (P1–P10). Right panel: no
ODCs (only continuous bright proline label) are present in V1 of adult ferrets that were injected with an activity blocker (1mM epibatidine) in
both eyes P1–P10. The equivalent portion of V1 is shown in the two micrographs. Scale = 1mm.

in ODC segregation [42] had actually disrupted retinal
activity after ODCs already formed.
To clarify the role of activity in ODC development, Chapman and co-workers [43] recently carried out experiments in which they pharmacologically blocked
spontaneous retinal activity before ODCs normally form.
The result of this early activity blockade is that ODCs
never segregated normally (Figure 2). In addition, disrupting early spontaneous retinal activity permanently altered
the refinement of binocular receptive fields in visual cortex. The results of this study are consistent with recent
work from the Stryker laboratory [44] showing a key role
for patterned spontaneous retinal activity in retinotopic
refinement in visual cortex, and they strongly support the
traditional model of ODC development in which activitymediated binocular competition plays an important role in
segregating thalamocortical axons representing the two
eyes. In future experiments, it would be useful to alter
patterns of correlated RGC spiking while leaving retinal
activity levels intact, to evaluate whether retinal waves are
instructive or permissive for ODC development.

waves might excite subplate neurons (via thalamocortical
axons) and thereby trigger maturation of those specific
inhibitory circuits [49], thereby driving ODC segregation
(Figure 3). A testable prediction of this model is that
blocking spontaneous retinal activity should prevent
expression of KCC2 (the chloride transporter responsible
for inhibitory transmission) in specific inhibitory cell
types in visual cortex. Another testable idea is that
spontaneous retinal activity regulates expression of
calcium dependent transcription factors necessary for
ODC refinement (Figure 3). A similar scenario has been
demonstrated for development of whisker barrel maps in
the somatosensory pathway [50]. It is also important to
keep in mind that a role for axon guidance cues in ODC
development has not yet been ruled out. ODCs are not
present in mice and, unfortunately, transgenic ferrets,
cats or monkeys do not yet exist, but through the use of
in vivo gene transfer techniques such as electroporation
[34,51], the role of axon guidance cues in ODC development can now be tested. It seems reasonable to expect
Figure 3

A pivotal role for the subplate in ODC
development
How might early spontaneous retinal activity instruct
ODC segregation? From P1–P10, eye-specific layers have
not yet formed in the LGN [3]. Thus, activity-based
information regarding whether a given thalamocortical
axon will eventually carry visual signals for the left eye or
the right eye can only arise through readout of spontaneous retinal activity. It is noteworthy that in the
abovementioned study [43] the retinal activity perturbation was restricted to the stage of development when
LGN axons are innervating layer 4 and have collateral
inputs to the subplate — a transient population of cells
necessary for ODC segregation [45]. Spontaneous retinal
activity is relayed via the LGN to the developing cortex
[46], and recent work from Shatz and co-workers [47]
demonstrated that an intact subplate is necessary for the
development of intracortical inhibition in visual cortex.
Intracortical inhibition, acting through highly specific
circuitry, exerts a powerful influence on ODC patterning
and plasticity [47,48,49]. Thus, spontaneous retinal
www.sciencedirect.com

Schematic model of some of the known and hypothetical interactions
between spontaneous retinal activity, the subplate, and ODC
development. Solid arrows depict published findings, dashed arrows
depict hypothetical interactions that are yet to be tested and/or
published. An intact subplate is crucial for both ODC segregation [45]
and maturation of inhibition in V1 [47]. Inhibition in V1 is important for
patterning ODCs [48]. Blocking spontaneous retinal activity is crucial
for ODC and binocular receptive field maturation (Figure 2) [43]. In
addition to affecting ODC segregation through activity-dependent
correlation-based mechanisms, spontaneous retinal activity might drive
expression of KCC2, transcription factors and/or guidance cues,
necessary for ODC development.
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2007, 17:73–80
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that, as has now been thoroughly established for retinotopic [25,32,44,51] and eye-specific visual mapping
[3,33,34], ODCs will develop through a combination
of both activity-dependent [43] and axon-guidance cuebased mechanisms.

Conclusions
Despite considerable debate in recent years, the field of
eye-specific circuit development appears to be converging on a model in which the ‘activity versus molecules’
dichotomy is less prominent. Rather, a growing body of
experimental data supports a model in which both
patterned spontaneous retinal activity and axon guidance cues together contribute to the refinement
of eye-specific circuits. As a general model for understanding CNS circuit development, it is my belief that
the major challenges facing the field now are: to discover the precise types of synaptic plasticity that
underlie retinogeniculate and ODC segregation; to
identify the molecular mechanisms by which immune
proteins modify synapses in response to activity; and to
explore the role of axon guidance molecules and
activity-dependent transcription factors in eye-specific
circuit refinement.
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